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In this study, natural frequency response of symmetrically laminated composite plates

was optimized. An analytical model accounting for bending–twisting effects was used

to determine the laminate natural frequency. Two different problems, fundamental

frequency maximization and frequency separation maximization, were considered.

numerous local optimums, a global search algorithm, a variant of simulated annealing,

was utilized to find the optimal designs. Results were obtained for different plate aspect

ratios. Effects of the number of design variables and the range of values they may take

on the optimal frequency were investigated. Problems in which fiber angles showed

uncertainty were considered. Optimal frequency response of laminates subjected to static

loads was also investigated.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In structures like aircrafts and spacecrafts where thin plates are used, vibration problems become more important.
Fundamental frequency gets lower with decreased thickness. Considering that continuous fiber reinforced plates are
usually desired for applications requiring high specific strength and stiffness and for this reason they should be designed as
thin as possible, they are liable to fail due to resonance under external excitation. Choosing a large thickness far beyond the
requirements of strength is against the requirements of light weight and cost effective design. By optimally designing the
material system such as material type and its composition, fiber orientations, and stacking sequence, one can optimize
the frequency response to avoid resonance without any need to increase the thickness.

If the forcing frequency is not high, by maximizing the natural frequency, the likelihood of resonance can be decreased.
Accordingly, some of the researchers [1–20] focused on maximizing the fundamental frequency of laminates. Bert [1]
presented results for the maximum fundamental frequency of a simply supported symmetric balanced laminate with a
lay-up configuration of [7y]s. Bert [2] considered the same problem for clamped plates. In both of these studies, bending–
twisting effects were approximated with the help of previously known frequencies to obtain a closed-form solution, so a-
priori knowledge about the fundamental frequency of laminates having certain stacking sequences was needed. Reiss and
Ramachandran [3] obtained the optimum design using a closed-form solution for the laminate frequency. Mateus et al. [4]
studied the optimal design of thin laminated plates and obtained results for maximum fundamental frequency and
minimum elastic strain energy using finite element method to determine the frequency response. Soares et al. [5]
presented a two-level approach for maximizing the natural frequency and minimizing the volume of a plate or shell
structure. These studies [3–5] considered the same laminate configuration as the one considered by Bert [1]. Rao and Singh [6]
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minimized the weight of a plate subject to a constraint on fundamental frequency by taking the lamina thicknesses as design
variables.

If the frequency of the external excitation is high, the structure may be designed so that the external frequency is
between two adjacent higher order natural frequencies. In that case, maximizing the interval between these frequencies
reduces the risk of resonance. Accordingly, some researchers [18–23] considered the problem of maximum frequency
separation. Adali and Verijenko [21] determined the optimum stacking sequences for maximum fundamental frequency
and maximum frequency separation of symmetric hybrid laminates undergoing free vibrations. They restricted the fiber
orientations to preselected four different angles to save from computational time.

Because analysis and optimization methods for buckling problems can be adapted to vibration problems, a number of
studies on buckling of composites [24–26] are also reviewed. In many of the previous studies, in order to find the optimum
design, gradient-based search techniques [4,5,7,24] or enumeration (trial of all configurations) [21] were used as
optimization methods. Layerwise optimization method [8–10,22,25] was also applied. In this method, the optimum
angles were found from outer layer to inner layer with one-dimensional search in order to save computational time. Use of
enumeration method ensures finding the best design, but takes a very long time and becomes infeasible for large design
spaces. Deterministic algorithms are sensitive to the starting point; for this reason, they most probably converge to a
worse local minimum near the starting point rather than the global optimum in a complex design space.

Because the search algorithms were usually suitable only for continuous optimization variables, design optimization of
composite laminates was many times formulated as a continuous optimization problem [1–7,11,14,23,24] by taking ply
thicknesses and orientation angles as continuous variables. Since a laminate is a stack of plies with a given thickness,
ply thicknesses of the final designs had to be rounded to the nearest discrete value. Fiber orientations had also to be
chosen within a finite set of angles due to manufacturing constraints. After rounding off the optimized values of
continuous design variables, the resulting design may not be an optimum design and the constraints may even be violated.
For these reasons, in many studies, optimization of composites was formulated as a discrete optimization problem
[8–10,16,17,21,22,25–32].

Stochastic search algorithms are better alternatives to traditional search techniques because they can find the globally
optimal configuration without being sensitive to the starting point; they are suitable for discrete optimization problems,
and they do not need derivatives of the objective function. They have been used successfully in optimization problems
having complex design spaces. However, their computational costs are very high in comparison to deterministic algo-
rithms. Researchers used various stochastic algorithms, genetic algorithms (GA) [16,26–28], simulated annealing (SA)
[29–31], and particle swarm optimization [32] in composite optimization. Simulated annealing is inspired from the
physical annealing process. In each iteration, a random configuration is generated in the neighborhood of the current
configuration. The probability of acceptance of a new configuration is based on the probability of Boltzmann distribution. If
the temperature parameter is decreased slowly enough, the Boltzmann distribution tends to converge to a uniform
distribution on the set of globally minimal states [33]. Although such a cooling schedule is inefficient, it enables to control
the quality of designs with a temperature parameter. Because there is no such control parameter in GA, premature
convergence to a local optimum is likely [34]. The distinct advantage of GA over SA is that GA maintains a population of
candidate solutions during iterations while simulated annealing keeps only one [34]. As a result, in SA, many good
configurations are lost when they are replaced by worse configurations especially at the early stages of optimization.
Because both of the algorithms have their own advantages and disadvantages, some researchers tried to combine their
advantageous aspects and presented hybrid algorithms that exhibited the characteristics of both of them [33–35]. In the
present study, in order to avoid the disadvantage of maintaining a single current configuration in the ordinary simulated
annealing algorithm, a set of current configurations, or population like GA, is used similar to the direct simulated annealing
(DSA) proposed by Ali et al. [36]. Particle swarm optimization (PSO), which is a relatively new stochastic search algorithm,
was first introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [37] in 1995. It is relatively easier to implement and there are few
parameters to adjust [38]. Being easily trapped at local optima and premature convergence are its drawbacks [38,39]. That
is why some modifications were introduced in PSO [38,39]. Simulated annealing is very good in escaping from local optima
because of the occasional uphill moves, so a hybrid algorithm combining particle swarm optimization and simulated
annealing was proposed by Fang et al. [40].

As far as the authors know there is no detailed comparative study of the global search algorithms with regard to their
relative effectiveness in composite design optimization; but there are a few comparative studies on other problem areas of
structural optimization. For example, Baumann and Kost [41] used three stochastic global search algorithms,
SA, GA, and random cost, to find the optimal truss topology having the minimum weight. Starting at different initial
configurations, they employed these algorithms each time with a different random sequence and compared relative
performances of these algorithms. SA turned out to be the most reliable of the three.

As an alternative approach, lamination parameters [13,15,42–48] are used as optimization variables instead of lamina
angles or thicknesses. In this way, the optimization problem becomes convex. In such problems all local optima are
globally optimal and local search algorithms can easily find the optimal point. Therefore, the approach is computationally
efficient. However, the lamination variables are continuous and their number is often less than the number of
design variables (lamina angle and thickness). In order to obtain discrete fiber angles and thicknesses that match the
optimal values of the lamination parameters, a second optimization procedure is needed. This second optimization
problem is non-convex and non-trivial. In some cases, stochastic search algorithms such as GA need to be used as search
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algorithm [42–45,48]. However, lamination parameters obtained in the first and the second levels may not be completely
matched. If there is a discrepancy between them, optimal lay-up obtained at the second level will be worse than the one
obtained at the first level.

Several studies [44–47] adopted lamination parameters as the variables of the response surface approximations. This
method reduces the non-linearity of the objective function. Besides, the number of design variables is not increased
with the increase in the number of laminae in the laminate. In response surface methods, a polynomial is used to
approximate a complex function to reduce computational cost. Therefore, response surface methods cannot give exactly
the same representation of a structural system and can lead to errors [46,47].

Objective function of the optimization problem should be accurately calculated during an optimization process to avoid
spurious optimum points. Because bending–twisting affects were not accounted for in the laminate analyses of some
studies of frequency optimization, the researchers imposed some restrictions on fiber orientations to avoid excessive
errors in the frequency results. Bert [1,2] considered balanced laminates, which allowed approximate solution of bending–
twisting effects, and Rao and Singh [6] considered cross-ply laminates, which did not have bending–twisting coupling.
Narita and Zhao [11] neglected bending–twisting effects in the natural frequency calculation. Abachizadeh and Tahani [17]
and Adali and Verijenko [21] neglected the bending–twisting effects but in order to avoid excessive error, they imposed
special constraints on bending stiffness terms. These restrictions, however, might prevent from finding much better
designs. For this reason, in an effective design optimization, there should be no limitation on fiber orientations except the
ones due to manufacturing and design requirements. The method used to evaluate natural frequencies should yield correct
results for any arbitrary laminate configuration. Natural frequencies of laminated plates can be calculated via either
approximate or exact solution methods. Approximate methods like Rayleigh–Ritz method and finite element method
[16,26,27] are capable of accounting for the coupling effect. If the natural frequency is obtained by the traditional
analytical approaches like Navier’s method, the natural boundary conditions cannot be satisfied in the presence of
bending–twisting coupling. The traditional analytical approaches can find the correct solution only for few specific types of
stacking sequences that do not involve bending–twisting coupling. By using the boundary-continuous-displacement (BCD)
type Fourier series method proposed by Chaudhuri [49], Chaudhuri et al. [50] presented a solution for the free vibration
problem of symmetric rectangular anisotropic laminates. In this method, the geometric boundary conditions are satisfied
as well as the natural boundary conditions unlike Navier’s approach. They obtained a closed form solution valid for all
stacking sequences.

The objective of the present study is to find the optimum stacking sequence that gives the maximum natural frequency
or maximum frequency separation for fiber–reinforced laminated plates. The BCD-type Fourier series method [49,50] is
employed to calculate the natural frequency of the laminated plates. This study is different from the previous ones
basically in two aspects: Firstly, it is the first study that used an analytical method accounting for bending–twisting
coupling to calculate the frequency response of laminates during optimization. In this way, no restrictions on ply angles
need to be imposed to avoid error in calculation. Besides, the accuracy of the approximate methods is questionable and
inaccurate calculation of the objective function value may significantly distort its contours and thus change the location of
the local extremum points. For that reason, the suitability of the analytical methods not accounting for bending–twisting
coupling and approximate methods like Rayleigh–Ritz and finite element methods accounting for this coupling will be
tested through the comparison of the results of this study and the previous studies. Secondly, a new version of simulated
annealing algorithm is employed for laminated plate optimization.
2. Problem statement

In this study, out-of-plane free vibration response of simply supported rectangular laminated plates (Fig. 1) is
considered. The plates are made of stacks of plies symmetrically arranged about the middle surface.
Fig. 1. A rectangular laminated plated consisting of multiple laminae.
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Fig. 2. Stacking sequence of a laminate.
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Stacking sequence of a symmetric laminate is designated as ½y1=y2=. . .=yn�1=yn�s, where y1 is the orientation angle of the
outermost lamina and yn is the innermost lamina below the mid-plane as shown in Fig. 2. The laminae consist of a certain
number of plies with a given thickness. The thickness of each lamina is the same and not varied during the optimization.
Because the laminate is symmetric, there are n distinct fiber orientation angles, y1, y2, y3, y, yn.

In this study, the frequency parameter, O, given by Nemeth [51] is used as the objective function.

O¼oa2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
r

D0

s
(1)

where o is the natural frequency, a is the length of the rectangular plate, r is the mass density of the plate per unit area,
D0 is the reference bending stiffness defined by

D0 ¼
E2h3

12ð1�n12n21Þ
(2)

where n is Poisson’s ratio, E2 is the elastic modulus of the lamina transverse to the fiber direction and h is the thickness of
the laminate. Instead of Dij (i,j¼1,2,6), Do is used in the definition of the frequency parameter because it does not change
with the change of fiber orientations. Because frequency is normalized with the laminate thickness, the optimum stacking
sequence will be independent of ply thickness.

The first problem is to find the optimum configuration of the composite laminate having the maximum fundamental
frequency parameter with a predetermined number of layers. Thus the objective is stated as

Minimize�O1ðy1,y2,y3,. . .,ynÞ

where O1ðy1,y2,y3,. . .,ynÞ ¼minimum of Orsðy1,y2,y3,. . .,ynÞ

Subject to �90rykr90 where k¼ 1,2,. . .,n

Here Oi are the frequency parameters corresponding to the natural frequencies oi, which are the eigenfrequencies
corresponding to the eigenmodes (r,s) and o1 is the smallest one, which is called the fundamental frequency. The
orientation angles of the fibers in the lower (or upper) layers of the laminate with respect to the mid-plane, yk, are the
design variables.

The second problem is to find the optimum configuration with maximum separation between two adjacent frequencies,
which is called the frequency separation problem.

Minimize �ðOiþ1ðy1,y2,y3,. . .,ynÞ�Oiðy1,y2,y3. . .ynÞÞ i¼ 1,2

Subject to �90rykr90 where k¼ 1,2,. . .,n

There are basically two types of laminate configurations that do not involve bending–twisting coupling, i.e. D16¼0 and
D26¼0; antisymmetric angle-ply laminate and cross-ply laminate. The first one is a laminate having laminae oriented at
þy to the laminate coordinate axes on one side of the middle surface and corresponding equal-thickness laminae oriented
at �y on the other side. Because antisymmetric laminates are not symmetric, the coupling stiffness terms, Bij, do not
vanish. The second one is a laminate made of a stack of orthotropic laminae whose principal material axes are aligned with
the laminate coordinate axes. Other than these two types of laminate configurations, practically there is no general
laminate configuration in which bending–twisting coupling does not exist. This means a very limited class of laminates has
no bending–twisting coupling. For this reason, the method used for calculating natural frequency should take into account
this effect in order to avoid the associated error and the resulting false optimum designs.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Natural frequency analysis of laminated plates

The governing differential equation for free vibration of symmetrically laminated plates according to the classical
lamination theory is given as

D11
@4w

@x4
þ4D16

@4w

@x3@y
þ2ðD12þ2D66Þ

@4w

@x2@y2
þ4D26

@4w

@x@y3
þD22

@4w

@y4
¼�r @

2w

@t2
(3)

where Dij (i,j¼1,2,6) are laminate bending stiffness terms, which are defined in terms of principal stiffness components, Qij,
and ply coordinates (Jones [52]), w is the transverse deflection, r is the mass density of the plate material per unit area,
and t is time. The boundary conditions for simply supported edges are given as follows

w¼ 0 and Mx ¼� D11
@2w

@x2
þ2D16

@2w

@x@y
þD12

@2w

@y2

 !
¼ 0 for x¼ 0,a (4)

w¼ 0 and My ¼� D12
@2w

@x2
þ2D26

@2w

@x@y
þD22

@2w

@y2

 !
¼ 0 for y¼ 0,b (5)

where Mx and My are the bending moment resultants on the x and y faces and a and b are the length and the width of the
rectangular plate.

BCD—double Fourier series method (Chaudhuri [49]) was employed to solve the governing differential equation for
natural frequencies of rectangular thin laminated plates. Considering the natural frequency problem of arbitrarily laminated
plates, it is not possible to satisfy all the boundary conditions and establish a solution with the general continuous Fourier
series. However, if proper discontinuities are added to the assumed solution function and its derivatives at the boundaries, all
of the boundary conditions can be satisfied and a solution can be obtained. The coupled partial differential equation of
motion is reduced to the following set of equations [50]:

Xp
m ¼ 1

Xp
n ¼ 1

fPrs
mn�ld

rs
mngWmn ¼ 0 (6)

Prs
mn ¼

Qrs
mnhrs

mn, mþr¼ odd, nþs¼ odd;

0, mþr¼ even, or nþs¼ even;

(
(7)

Prs
mn ¼ a

4
r þ2za2

r b
2
s þZb

4
s (8)

Qrs
mn ¼�2ambnfgðam

2þar
2Þþwðbs

2
þbn

2
Þg (9)

hrs
mn ¼ hrmhsn (10)

drs
mn ¼

1, m¼ r, n¼ s;

0, otherwise

(
(11)

ar ¼
rp
a

, bs ¼
sp
b

(12)

z¼
ðD12þ2D66Þ

D11
, Z¼ D22

D11
, l¼

ro2

D11
, g¼ D16

D11
, w¼ D26

D11
(13)

hrm ¼

4m
pðm2�r2Þ

, mþr¼ odd

0, mþr¼ even
, hsn ¼

4n
pðn2�s2Þ

, nþs¼ odd

0, nþs¼ even

((
(14)

where m, n, r, s are the indices of the Fourier series, Wmn are the plate Fourier coefficients, o is the natural frequency of the
laminate.

Expanding Eq. (6) with a certain number of terms in Fourier series leads to a system of equations, which may be
expressed in matrix form. The size of this matrix depends on the number of the terms taken from the Fourier series.
Eigenvalues corresponding to different modes can be found by setting the determinant of this matrix to zero. Fundamental
frequency, which is the lowest of all the natural frequencies, always corresponds to the eigenmode (r,s) being equal
to (1,1).



Table 1
Material properties for graphite–epoxy [8,53,54].

E11 138 GPa

E22 8.96 GPa

G12 7.1 GPa

u12 0.3

Table 2
Comparison of the frequency parameter values for [30]T with a¼b.

Mode

1 2 3 4 5 6

Present (8 terms) 11.689 21.002 33.909 35.617 48.723 49.779

Present (20 terms) 11.447 20.597 33.368 35.205 47.841 48.870

Reference [53] (8 terms) 11.264 20.307 33.000 34.920 47.247 48.353

Reference [54] (8 terms) 11.69 21.00 33.91 35.62 48.72 49.78
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3.2. Testing the convergence of the method

In this study, convergence tests were conducted to determine how many Fourier series terms were sufficient to obtain
the desired accuracy. In the convergence tests, the material properties (Table 1) and the laminate configurations given by
Narita [8], Cupial [53] and Leissa and Narita [54] were used.

Narita [8] considered a rectangular eight-layered plate with a symmetric lay-up, [45/�453]s, and an aspect ratio being
equal to one. If 20 terms are used in the Fourier series, the value that the BCD-double Fourier series method yields for this
laminate configuration is 56.334 for the frequency parameter. If 30 terms are used, the value becomes 56.329.

Cupial [53] and Leissa and Narita [54] considered a rectangular 301 one-layered plate with an aspect ratio of one.
For this laminate configuration, the BCD-double Fourier series method gives 11.447 and 11.381 with 20 and 30 terms
respectively.

For the chosen laminate configurations, the frequency parameter takes stable values if 10–20 terms are included.
Accordingly, the natural frequency calculations were carried out with the first 20 terms of the Fourier series.

3.3. Comparison of the frequency analysis results

The results of the analytical frequency model used in this study in terms of frequency parameter (Eq. (1)) were
compared with the ones obtained in previous studies. Table 2 shows the frequency parameters corresponding to the first
six modes calculated with 8 and 20 terms of the Fourier series for the same material properties and laminate lay-up as in
the previous problem. In both of the studies [53,54] referred in Table 2, Rayleigh–Ritz method was used with 8�8
polynomials including bending–twisting effects. As seen in the table, the results obtained by the frequency analysis used in
this study are close to the results provided in the literature.

3.4. Optimization method

In the present study, in order to search for the globally optimum laminate designs, a variant of simulated annealing (SA)
algorithm is proposed. There are similarities to the direct simulated annealing (DSA) proposed by Ali et al. [36]; but many
of its features were modified to improve the reliability and efficiency.

DSA uses a set of current configurations, or population, rather than a single current configuration as in the SA algorithm.
In this way, unlike the standard SA algorithm, where only the neighborhood of a single point is searched, DSA searches the
neighborhood of all the current points in the set. If a new configuration is accepted, it substitutes the worst current
configuration so the good configurations are always kept in the set unless better ones are found. In ordinary simulated
annealing, many good configurations are lost when they are replaced by worse configurations especially at the early stages
of optimization. .

Firstly, N configurations are randomly created at the beginning of the optimization process. N depends on the
dimension of the problem, n, i.e. number of design variables. In the present problem, the dimension, n, is equal to the
number of distinct fiber angles. Since the laminate is symmetric, n is actually equal to the half of the total number of
laminae. Ali et al. [36] tested the algorithm for different configuration numbers such as N being equal to 5(nþ1) 7(nþ1),
10(nþ1) and compared the number of function evaluations, number of failures and computational times. The reliability of
the algorithm increases with the increased number of current configurations, N, at the expense of computational time.
In the case that the number of N is high, many current configurations will be dispersed all over the solution domain at high
temperatures. Because search is conducted in the neighborhood of the current configurations, this will enable thorough
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search of the solution domain and thus increase the probability of finding the globally optimum point. However,
convergence takes a long time with many current configurations because all the current configurations should gather
around the best found optimum point during the optimization process. Therefore, increasing N improves reliability at the
expense of efficiency. On the other hand, if the number of N is low, the solution domain may not be thoroughly searched
with a few current configurations. This will reduce the chances of finding the global optimum. In this study, the number of
current configurations was chosen as

N ¼ 8 ðnþ1Þ (15)

The initial configurations are generated by randomly choosing lamina angles, yk, between �901 and 901. Because fiber
orientation angles should be discrete due to manufacturing requirements, generated angle values are rounded to the
closest chosen discrete angle. The designer decides on the angle increments, which may be 301, 151, 101, 51, 11 or even less,
according to the manufacturing precision or ease of application.

In each iteration, a new configuration is randomly generated in the neighborhood of a current configuration. This is
achieved by first randomly choosing one of the current configurations and then introducing random variations to its
lamina angles. The new lamina angle of the kth layer, y0k , is calculated as

y0k ¼ yk þ r Dymax (16)

where r is a randomly chosen real number between �1.0 and 1.0 ðr 2 R : �1rrr1Þ, yk is the current angle of the kth
lamina, and Dymax is the maximum angle variation. If the angles fall outside of the interval ð�90ry0kr90Þ, they are
modified according to

y00k ¼

y0k�180 if y0k490

y0kþ180 if y0ko�90

y0k if �90ry0kr90

8><
>:

9>=
>; (17)

where y00k is the modified angle value.
When a new configuration is generated, its objective function value, which is either �O1 or �ðOiþ1�OiÞ, is calculated.

The minus sign, ‘‘� ’’ is introduced, because the optimization problem is formulated as a minimization problem. The new
trial configuration is either accepted or rejected according to the acceptance criterion of the simulated annealing
algorithm. Acceptability is based on the following formula:

At ¼
1 if f t r f h

expð�ðf t�f hÞ=TkÞ if f t 4 f h

( )
(18)

where ft is the cost of the trial design, fh is the cost of one of the high-cost current configurations; Tk is the temperature
parameter for the kth Markov chain. A Markov chain is a sequence of trials accomplished at the same temperature. If At is
greater than a number, Pr, generated randomly between 0.0 and 1.0, then the new configuration is accepted, otherwise it is
rejected. At is compared with a random number instead of a constant number like 0.5 in order to allow large uphill moves
by occasionally accepting quite worse configurations so that the algorithm may escape local minimum points. According to
Eq. (18), the trial designs that are better than the worst current design are always accepted. As the formula implies,
the acceptability of newly generated configurations, At, is high at high temperatures. It decreases with the decreasing
temperature and in the end worse designs are almost never accepted.

The temperature parameter, T, controls the convergence of the optimization process just like the temperature controls
micro-structural changes in the physical annealing process. At the beginning of the algorithm, the temperature parameter
must be relatively high. This is because the probability of acceptability must be high in order to prevent getting stuck into
a local minimum at early stages of the optimization and search a large design space. This stage resembles melting in the
physical annealing where atoms can rearrange themselves freely. During optimization, the temperature is lowered in order
to converge on a local optimum. The temperature parameter should be decreased gradually so that a large part of the
solution domain can be searched without getting stuck to a local minimum. This is like slow cooling down of metals where
time and temperature driven micro-structural changes occur. At the final stages, it should take such low values that a new
configuration that is worse than the current configurations is almost never accepted. This corresponds to the freezing stage
where atom rearrangements stabilize. The temperature in the kth Markov chain is calculated as

Tk ¼ akTk�1 (19)

where Tk�1 is the temperature parameter in the (k�1)th Markov chain and ak is temperature reduction factor.
In DSA, if a new configuration is accepted, it replaces the worst configuration. The replacement scheme of DSA has one

drawback that becomes especially apparent in problems with a large number of design variables. For instance, if one
optimizes a laminate with 16 distinct lamina angles using DSA, the number of current configurations will be
8(16þ1)¼136. The current configurations other than the worst one are never replaced unless better ones are found.
At the initial stages of the optimization process, they quickly gather around local minimums when the high-cost initial
configurations are replaced by better new configurations. The worst one, on the other hand, is continued to be frequently
updated, because it can be replaced by higher-cost configurations and can be anywhere within the solution domain at
high temperatures. Because new configurations are generated in the neighborhood of the current ones, search becomes
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restricted to a small segment of the feasible domain where current configurations are concentrated except for the trials in
which the new configuration is generated around the worst current configuration, which are very infrequent. In order to
remedy this, the replacement scheme of DSA was modified. The current configurations are ordered with respect to their
objective function value. If a new configuration is accepted, it replaces a current configuration randomly chosen among
(nþ1) worst configurations instead of the worst one. Thus, 7(nþ1) of the current configurations having low cost remain in
the set unless better ones are found through iterations. These may be concentrated around local optimums. The others,
on the other hand, may be replaced by higher cost configurations with a probability depending on the temperature
parameter. In this way, (nþ1) configurations become dispersed all over the feasible domain at high temperatures.
Whenever one of them is chosen, a new configuration is generated in its neighborhood. This means that search can be
conducted in almost any part of the solution domain and thus a more thorough search of the feasible domain can be
achieved. In the modified version of the algorithm, the objective function value of the best of the worst (nþ1) current
configurations is used for fh in Eq. (18).

Another issue in reliable global search is that the algorithm should be able to search a large solution domain. In order to
ensure this, instead of giving small perturbations to the current configuration to obtain a new configuration in its near
neighborhood, one should allow a large variance in the current configurations. Considering that the current configurations
are scattered over the solution domain at the initial stages of the optimization process, a new configuration can be
generated at any point within the solution domain if a large variation is allowed. For the present problem, a large value
(501) is chosen for the maximum angle variation, Dymax in Eq. (16), at the beginning of the optimization. This means that at
initial stages, the neighborhood of the current configurations, where a better configuration is searched, is large. In this way,
the solution domain can thoroughly be searched. With the progression of optimization, improvements in the current
configurations become scarce. If large variation is continued, improvements will be quite rare and convergence will take
quite a long time. For this reason, if there is no improvement in the worst of the best 7(nþ1) current configurations during
a Markov chain, Dymax is reduced by multiplying with a factor, c, to make the searched region smaller and thus increase the
likelihood of finding a better design.

Dy0max ¼ cDymax (20)

Toward the end of the optimization process, only close neighborhood of the current configurations is searched in order
to exactly determine the optimal point. This is similar to the physical annealing process. At the beginning, when the
temperature is high, atoms disorderly move around and their mobility is so high that they are able to move large distances.
During cool down, the movements of the atoms become slow so they can make only small-scale arrangements.
Temperature controls the mobility of the atoms; this in turn affects the potential arrangements of the atoms. In a similar
way, Dymax, the maximum variation in the optimization variables, affects the search process by controlling the scale of
variation in the current designs.

In another respect, Dymax plays a role similar to that of temperature in physical annealing processes. Reduction in the
temperature should be slow enough to allow time-dependent micro-structural changes to occur and to reach equilibrium.
In simulated annealing, iterations need to be continued in a Markow chain until equilibrium is reached. Non-improvement
in the current best 7(nþ1) configurations during a Markow chain implies that further changes are unlikely with the
current value of Dymax and thus equilibrium is reached. Because this gives a clear-cut measure, Dymax is a better indication
of equilibrium at a specific temperature level. For this reason, the reduction scheme for the temperature parameter in the
original DSA algorithm is not adopted; instead it is made dependent on the reduction in Dymax (the factor, c, in Eq. (20)).
The temperature reduction factor, ak in Eq. (19), is calculated as

aj ¼
amax if Lj

a=Ljo ½ðDymaxÞ=ðDyimaxÞ�
2þ0:01

amin else

(
(21)

where Lj is the number of trials executed in the jth Markow chain and Lj
a is the number of accepted configurations.

Accordingly, Lj
a=Lj ratio is a measure of acceptability in a Markow chain, Dyimax is the initial maximum variation in the

lamina angles. amax and amin are chosen to be 0.9999 and 0.99. If the acceptance ratio becomes smaller than the square of
Dymax=Dyimax ratio due to reduction in Dymax, temperature is reduced at a higher rate by multiplying with amin. At the
initial stages of the optimization, the right hand side of the inequality is close to 1.0; accordingly, the temperature level is
kept high such that the ratio of the number of accepted trials to the total number of trials is close to 1.0. When Dymax

approaches zero at the end of the optimization process, temperature parameter also approaches zero; acceptability of a
new configuration, At in Eq. (18), then becomes close to zero. Iterations are continued until the difference between the
values of the best and the worst current configurations becomes small.

One of the disadvantages of the global search algorithms is that many parameters should be tuned when they are
applied to a different problem. Otherwise, the expected performance cannot be achieved. Finding suitable values, on the
other hand, requires extensive numerical experiments. In this respect, the application of the present algorithm to a
different problem is much easier. Suitable values for most of the parameters can be found without difficulty. The initial
value of the temperature parameter, T, in Eq. (18) is chosen so high that almost all of the randomly generated
configurations are accepted; but unlike the other variants, choosing a value much higher value than necessary does not
affect the number iterations executed during the optimization process. This is because the reduction in the temperature
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parameter is made dependent on the reduction in Dymax through Eq. (21). If the temperature parameter has a very high
value, it is quickly reduced to the levels that will yield the required acceptability ratio, Lj

a=Lj. The initial value of the
maximum variation that may be introduced to the optimization variables, Dyimax, is another parameter affecting
convergence. Its value is chosen based on the extent of the solution domain. Its value should be chosen as high as
possible in order to search the solution domain thoroughly. For the present problem, the initial value of Dymax is chosen as
501, knowing that the upper and lower limits of y are 901 and �901. The value of factor c in Eq. (20) depends on the
difficultly of the problem. The higher the number, the more iterations are executed. If the number of variables is four or
less than four, 0.9 is a suitable value. If the number of variables is 16 or more, a much slower reduction in the maximum
variation is required; a number as high as 0.999 permits a thorough search of the solution domain. The only parameter that
requires numerical experiments to determine its value is then c.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Comparison of the optimization results for frequency separation

Adali and Verijenko [21] considered problems of separation between the first and the second frequencies and between
the second and the third frequencies. They optimized symmetric laminates having 4, 8, 12 and 16 plies with an aspect ratio
of 2.0. Each symmetric ply pair might have a different fiber angle. Up to eight different fiber angles were used as design
variables. These angles might take only four different discrete values {01, �451, 451, 901}. They used T300/5280 graphite–
epoxy and Scotchply 1002 glass–epoxy. Their optimization results and the results of the present study are given in
Tables 3–5. DOij is the difference between the frequency parameters Oi and Oj corresponding to natural frequencies oi and
oj as defined in Eq. (1). All the values of the frequency parameter, O, given in the table were calculated by the analytical
method used in this study. While the optimum lay-up configuration did not change for glass–epoxy with increased
number of distinct fiber orientations (Table 3), frequency separation is greatly improved for graphite–epoxy (Tables 4
and 5). Adali and Verijenko [21] neglected the bending–twisting effects for simplicity and imposed special constraints on
bending stiffness terms to avoid excessive error. In this study, bending–twisting effects were not neglected so these
constraints were not used. However, the same optimum designs were found for glass–epoxy (Table 3), which did not
involve bending–twisting coupling. On the other hand, the results for graphite–epoxy (Tables 4 and 5) show some
differences. Since they used enumeration as the optimization method, the discrepancy may not be attributed to differences
in the search algorithms, but to the constraints that they used for bending–twisting coupling.

4.2. Results of frequency separation for different design domains

When the number of design variables or the range of values that they may take is increased the design space gets larger,
i.e. the number of configurations that the search algorithm may try increases. It is very likely that the enlarged design
domain includes a better design. Accordingly, one may obtain improvement in the optimal design by choosing a larger
design domain. However, existence of a larger number of local optimums in a larger domain causes difficulties in locating
the globally optimum configuration. This requires use of a reliable global search algorithm like SA.
Table 3

Optimum angles for frequency separation DO12 for glass–epoxy with an aspect ratio of 2.0.

Number of plies Optimum design
reference [21]

Optimum design
present

O1 and O2 present DO12 present

4 [02]s [02]s O1¼54.63, O2¼112.78 58.15

8 [04]s [04]s O1¼54.63, O2¼112.78 58.15

12 [06]s [06]s O1¼54.63, O2¼112.78 58.15

16 [08]s [08]s O1¼54.63, O2¼112.78 58.15

Table 4

Optimum angles for frequency separation DO12 for graphite–epoxy with an aspect ratio of 2.0.

Number of plies Optimum design
reference [21]

O1 , O2 and DO12 Optimum design
present

O1 , O2 and DX12 present

4 [0/45]s O1¼78.72, O2¼188.45 DO12¼109.73 [02]s O1¼67.59, O2¼178.44, DO12¼110.85

8 [03/45]s [03/45]s O1¼69.23, O2¼183.84, DO12¼114.61

12 [04/45/0]s O1¼79.90, O2¼185.54, DO12¼114.64 [05/90]s O1¼68.42, O2¼183.71, DO12¼115.29

16 [06/45/90]s [06/45/90]s O1¼69.38, O2¼184.75, DO12¼115.37



Table 5

Optimum angles for frequency separation DO23 for graphite–epoxy with an aspect ratio of 2.0.

Number of
plies

Optimum design reference
[21]

O2, O3 and DO23 Optimum design
present

O2, O3 and DO23 present

4 [0/90]s O2¼184.77, O3¼288.62,

DO23¼103.85

[�45/45]s O2¼208.90, O3¼320.49,

DO23¼111.59

8 [0/90/02]s [0/90/02]s O2¼184.77, O3¼347.48,

DO23¼162.71

12 [02/90/�45/902]s O2¼189.61, O3¼357.81,

DO23¼168.20

[02/90/45/90/0]s O2¼189.60, O3¼358.23,

DO23¼168.63

16 [03/903/�45/0]s, [03/903/02]s O2¼184.77, O3¼354.84,

DO23¼170.07

[03/903/�45/0]s O2¼185.63, O3¼357.45,

DO23¼171.82

Table 6

Optimum lamina angles for the lay-up configuration [a8 / b8 ]s with different discrete angle increments for

maximum frequency separation.

Angle increment Optimum
design [a8/b8]s

Frequency parameter, X

1. Mode 2. Mode Difference

901 [08/908]s 49.160 111.711 62.551

451 [08/908]s 49.160 111.711 62.551

301 [308/�608]s 58.556 125.551 66.995

151 [308/�608]s 58.556 125.551 66.995

101 [208/�808]s 53.198 120.334 67.136

51 [258/�708]s 55.959 123.630 67.671

11 [258/�728]s 55.734 123.441 67.707

Table 7

Optimum lamina angles for the lay-up configuration [a4/b4/g4/y4]s with different discrete angle increments for

maximum frequency separation.

Angle increment Optimum design

[a4/b4/c4/h4]s

Frequency parameter, X

1. Mode 2. Mode Difference

901 [04/904/08]s 51.726 142.260 90.534

451 [04/904/04/�454]s 52.093 142.739 90.646

301 [04/904/04/�304]s 51.974 142.666 90.692

151 [04/904/04/�304]s 51.974 142.666 90.692

101 [04/904/04/�304]s 51.974 142.666 90.692

51 [04/904/54/�354]s 52.094 143.087 90.993

11 [�14/904/14/354]s 52.045 143.108 91.063
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In order to see the possible improvements in this respect, the number of distinct fiber angles and the range of values
they may take were increased. Frequency separation problem for a 32-ply laminate with an aspect ratio of 1.2 was
considered. Material properties given in Table 1 were used for the laminate. Firstly, a laminate configuration with two
distinct lamina angles, ½a8=b8�s, was optimized. This is a symmetric laminate with four laminae each made of a stack of
eight plies. Table 6 presents the results for different angle increments. An angle increment of 51 means that the possible
fiber angles are �901, �851, y, �51, 01, 51, y, 851, 901. The results indicate that when the angle increment is decreased,
i.e. the range of values that the design variables may take is increased, a better optimal design with a larger frequency
separation is obtained.

Then, laminates with four and eight distinct lamina angles (½a4=b4=g4=y4�s and ½a2=b2=g2=y2=x2=t2=f2=c2�s) were
considered. Tables 7 and 8 show the optimum designs. Since stacking sequence is important for out-of-plane deformation,
only the adjacent plies are shown by a single symbol, e.g. [90/90/90/0/0/0/90/0]s is shown as [903/03/90/0]s not as [904/04]s,
because they have different natural frequencies for out-of-plane vibration.

As seen in the tables, with increasing number of design variables, i.e. number of lamina angles, a larger separation in frequency
is obtained. Increasing the number from two to four resulted in an improvement of about 35% to 45%. With eight distinct angles, a
larger frequency separation can be obtained even with a limited number of permissible angles like {�901, 01, 901}. Further



Table 8

Optimum lamina angles for the lay-up configuration [a2/b2/g2/y2/x2/t2/j2/c2]s with different discrete angle

increments for maximum frequency separation.

Angle increment Optimum design

[a2/b2/c2/h2/n2/s2/u2/w2]s

Frequency parameter, X

1. Mode 2. Mode Difference

901 [02/902/06/906]s [04/902/02/906/02]s 51.783 142.878 91.096

451 Same as above 51.783 142.878 91.096

301 Same as above 51.783 142.878 91.096

151 Same as above 51.783 142.878 91.096

101 Same as above 51.783 142.878 91.096

51 Same as above 51.783 142.878 91.096

11 [04/902/02/902/892/902/�282]s 51.818 142.949 91.133

Table 9
Optimum lamina angles for 16 distinct laminae for maximum frequency separation.

Angle
increment

Optimum design 16 distinct lamina angles Frequency
parameter
1. Mode

Frequency
parameter
2. Mode

Frequency
parameter
difference

901 [05/906/02/903]s, [04/902/02/906/0/90]s, [05/905/0/903/0/90]s, [03/90/02/90/0/905/0/

902]s, [03/90/0/90/0/90/02/906]s, [04/90/0/903/0/902/0/903]s

51.786 142.917 91.131

451 Same as above 51.786 142.917 91.131

301 Same as above 51.786 142.917 91.131

151 Same as above 51.786 142.917 91.131

101 Same as above 51.786 142.917 91.131

51 Same as above 51.786 142.917 91.131

11 [03/�89/89/90/03/�1/02/85/�13]s 51.797 142.935 91.138

Table 10
The optimum laminate designs for maximum frequency separation satisfying the contiguity constraint, i.e. no lamina may contain more than four plies,

and the constraint that the difference between two consecutive laminae may not exceed 451.

Angle
increment

Optimum design 16 distinct lamina angles Frequency
parameter 1. Mode

Frequency
parameter 2. Mode

Frequency
parameter difference

451 [02/45/02/�45/902/�45/903/�452/0/45]s 56.353 146.220 89.867

301 [02/30/0/�30/�60/90/60/90/�60/90/60/302/0/30]s 57.129 146.831 89.702

151 [02/15/0/�15/�60/902/753/90/752/�60/�30]s 54.318 144.751 90.433

101 [02/10/0/�20/�60/804/90/80/70/80/60/80]s 54.302 144.727 90.424

51 [0/53/�15/�60/852/80/852/90/85/65/40/35]s 53.727 144.321 90.594

11 [4/5/0/5/�14/�59/83/852/81/88/85/89/80/82/�75]s 53.642 144.259 90.617
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improvement in the optimum design can be obtained by increasing the number of distinct lamina angles to 16 as shown
in Table 9.

4.3. Optimum designs with contiguity and angle difference constraints

In laminate design, a limit is set to the number of contiguous plies of the same orientation to prevent matrix damage
propagation and thus avoid large matrix cracks; the maximum thickness is experimentally determined and it is usually
taken as four plies for CFRP laminates [56]. Besides, in order to reduce edge delaminations, the difference between the
angles of two consecutive laminae should not exceed 451 [56]. These requirements can be taken into account in the
present optimization procedure by imposing constraints and adding penalty values to the objective function whenever
these constraints are violated. For this purpose, whenever a new configuration is generated, these requirements are
checked; if the difference between the fiber angles of two consecutive laminae, Dy, is greater 451, a penalty value equal to
Dy�45 is added. If the number of consecutive plies with the same orientation, si, is larger than four, a penalty value equal
to 10ðsi�4Þ is added. If the difference between the fiber angles of consecutive laminae is less than 51, the sum of the
number of plies in those laminae is also constrained not to exceed four. With these constraints, frequency difference was
maximized using 16 distinct lamina angles. Table 10 presents the results for different angle increments. In comparison to
the results presented in Table 9, the results are slightly worse, but satisfy the constraints.
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4.4. Natural frequency maximization considering uncertainty in fiber angles

During manufacturing of a laminated plate, orientation angles of the fibers cannot be made exactly the same as the
ones specified by the designer. According to the precision of the manufacturing method, fiber angles show some variation,
or uncertainty. The value of the objective function used in the design optimization will also show a variation. If the design
optimization is carried out by minimizing the worst value of the objective function that may occur due to uncertainty in
the angles rather than its value corresponding to the mean values of the fiber angles as in the previous sections, the
resulting optimum design might be different. In this section, the impact of taking fiber angles as random variables on the
resulting optimum design is explored.

The frequency parameter is a function of the fiber orientation angles as

O¼ gðy1,y2,. . .,ynÞ (22)

This relation is determined by the analytical method proposed by Chaudhuri et al. [50]. The angles, yi, are considered to
be independent random variables, i.e. uncertainty in a lamina angle does not depend on the uncertainty of the other. They
are taken to be normally distributed with known values of mean, myi, and variance, Var(y), which is assumed to be the
same for all lamina angles, yi. Their standard deviation, sy, is the square root of their variance, Var(y). The frequency
parameter, O, is a response variable whose mean, mO, and variance, Var(O), depend on myi and Var(y).

The objective is to maximize the fundamental frequency. One may find the optimum angles that produce the maximum
frequency. However, because of the variation in the fiber angles, in practice lower values are obtained for the fundamental
frequency. In that case, the quality of the design is better judged based the worst value of the fundamental frequency.
Considering that frequency is normally distributed, the worst value can be taken as the average value minus three times
the standard deviation. The optimization problem now becomes maximizing the worst value instead of the average value
of the frequency parameter, O. The objective function is then stated as

Minimize�ðmO�3sOÞ (23)

In order to calculate the objective function, the numerical values of average, mO, and the standard deviation, sO, of the
frequency parameter need to be obtained. In this study, the average value of O, is assumed to be approximately equal to
the value of function g in Eq. (22) calculated using the mean values of the angles. Then,

mOffigðmy1
,my2

,. . .,myn
Þ (24)

Variation of the response variable, Var(O), can be shown [57] to be approximately equal to

VarðOÞffi
Xn

i ¼ 1

@g

@yi

� �2

VarðyÞ (25)

where derivatives @g=@yi are calculated at the mean values of the angles, yi. Because of the difficulty of analytically taking
the derivatives, fourth – order backward difference formula is used as given below.

@g

@yi
¼
�gi�3þ6gi�2�18gi�1þ10giþ3giþ1

12sy
(26)

where giþm is defined as

giþm ¼ gðmy1
,my2

,. . .,ðmyi
þmsyÞ,. . .,myn

Þ (27)

Substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (25), and knowing that VarðyÞ ¼ s2
y , one obtains

VarðOÞffi
Xn

i ¼ 1

�gi�3þ6gi�2�18gi�1þ10giþ3giþ1

12

� �2

(28)

In order to validate Eqs. (24) and (28), normally distributed random values are generated for fiber angles with given
average values myi

and standard deviation sy. For this purpose, random numbers between �50 and 50 were generated,
then they are multiplied by the probability distribution function (PDF) of the normal distribution with zero mean and the
chosen value for sy, which was 31. If the number is not greater than a randomly generated number between 0 and 1, new
random numbers are generated until this condition is satisfied. Then, these random numbers are added to the chosen
average values of fiber angles, myi

. After normally distributed random angles, yi, were obtained, the corresponding
frequency parameter, O, was calculated. This process was repeated 10,000 times and the average, mO, and standard
deviation, sO, of O were calculated based on the generated data. Then, they were compared with the values obtained by
the fourth order finite difference formula. The difference was turned out to be less than 0.01% for the average, mO, and less
than 2% for the standard deviation, sO. Use of the backward or forward difference made almost no difference.

After validating Eqs. (24) and (28), the laminate configuration defined by four distinct fiber angles showing uncertainty,
½a=b=g=y�s, was optimized to obtain the maximum fundamental frequency based on its worst value given in Eq. (23). The
material properties of AS/3501 graphite–epoxy given in Table 1 were used in the frequency analysis. Table 11 presents the
results for natural frequency maximization with different angle increments. It was observed that highly different optimal
designs were obtained when the geometry of the plate, i.e. its aspect ratio, was changed. When there is an uncertainty in



Table 11

Optimum lamina angles of laminate configuration [a/b/g/y]S for maximum fundamental fre-

quency. Fiber angles are treated as random variables with standard deviation sy. mO and sO are

the average and the standard deviation of the frequency parameter, O.

a/b rh Optimum layup lX rX

1.3 01 [�56/543]s 76.2750 0

11 [�56/543]s 76.2750 0.0056

31 [�56/542/55]s 76.2748 0.01670

51 [�56/542/55]s 76.2748 0.02810

1.5 01 [�67/633]s 93.8927 0

11 [�67/632/62]s 93.8927 0.0026

31 [�67/632/62]s 93.8927 0.0077

51 [�67/632/62]s 93.8927 0.0130
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the fiber angles, a different optimal design is obtained. However, the sensitivity of the natural frequency to uncertainty in
fiber angles is low. Even with increased uncertainty in the fiber angles, i.e. higher sy, there is no significant change in the
optimal design.
4.5. Optimal frequency response of laminates subjected to static loads

If the laminate is subjected to significant static loads, static failure modes may become critical for many of the
configurations generated during the optimization process. In such cases, search for optimal frequency response should be
conducted within the feasible domain, in which the laminate configurations have sufficient strength to resist the applied
loads. In order to achieve this, penalty functions are defined and added to the objective function value whenever a
configuration within the infeasible domain is generated. The objective function for the maximum frequency separation
then becomes

f ¼ �ðOiþ1�OiÞþw1P�w2 SF (29)

where P is the penalty value, SF is the safety factor, wi are suitable coefficients (w1¼100, w2¼0.1). SF is defined as the ratio
of the stress causing failure to the stress induced by the expected loads as in engineering design practice. Values less than
1.0 indicate failure. The larger is the safety factor above 1.0, the safer is the laminate. In order to determine the failure load,
Tsai–Wu criterion together with the maximum stress criterion is used. Stresses in the principal material directions are
obtained by carrying out structural analysis using the classical lamination theory. In order to calculate the safety factor
according to the maximum stress criterion the following procedure is used: the safety factor against the loading in the
fiber direction is defined as SF ¼ Xt=s11 if s11 is tensile or SF ¼ Xc=s11 if s11 is compressive. Here Xt and Xc are the tensile
and compressive strengths along the fiber direction, respectively. Similarly, safety factors against the transverse and shear
loadings are also calculated. This procedure is repeated for each lamina and then the lowest safety factor is denoted as the
safety factor of the laminate. If any one of the calculated safety factors is less than one, a penalty value is calculated as
P¼ ð1=SFÞ�1. The largest penalty value is chosen as the penalty value of the laminate. By a similar procedure safety factors
and penalty values are calculated using Tsai–Wu criterion. The details regarding the calculation of SF and P are given in
reference [30]. Because the coefficient, w1, in front of P is large, whenever a configuration is generated in the infeasible
domain, where static failure is predicted, objective function value is greatly increased. The magnitude of w1 is selected
such that even a small incursion into the infeasible domain will generate penalty values close to the frequency difference,
ðOiþ1�OiÞ. This will lead the optimization away from the infeasible domain. SF of the configuration is subtracted from the
objective function value to bias the stronger laminate designs. Because the coefficient, w2, in front of SF is chosen to be
small, this term becomes very small in comparison to the value of the frequency term; then the optimization will not be
a multi-objective optimization in which both the strength and frequency difference are maximized. Instead, the search
algorithm will prefer a stronger laminate design over a safe but weaker design having about the same frequency
difference.

Numerical results were obtained for a graphite/epoxy material, T300/5308, using the aforementioned design
optimization procedure and taking Eq. (29) as the objective function. Fiber orientation angles of a symmetric laminate
having two distinct laminae, ½a4=b4�s, were optimized. The thickness of each ply was 0.127 mm. a/b ratio was taken as 1.2.
The material properties are given in reference [30]. Table 12 presents the results. If there is no static loading, the maximum
frequency difference is obtained to be 372.666 with a layup of [�84/864]s. When the plate is subjected to uniaxial in-plane
load, Nxx, search for the maximum frequency difference is limited to safe designs in which SF is greater than 1.0 according
to both static failure criteria. Because the load is uniaxial (only Nxxa0), the strongest laminate design is [08]s. If the load is
small, the layup giving the largest frequency difference [�84/864]s is strong enough to resist the applied load; so the same
optimal laminate design is obtained. If the load gets larger, static failure mode becomes critical and the fiber orientation
angle should be chosen closer to the loading direction, which is 01, to avoid static failure. When the load is increased to
1500 kN/m, the optimal laminate design is found to be [�164/164]s, which yields the largest frequency difference and at



Table 12
Optimum lamina angles for maximum frequency separation for a laminate subjected to static loads. The lay-up

configuration is [a4/b4]S.

Loading
Nxx/Nyy/Nxy/Mxx/Myy/Mxy/

Optimum
design

Frequency

difference, DX12

Safety factor
for Tsai–Wu

Safety factor
for max. stress

0/0/0/0/0/0 [�84/864]s 372.666 – –

100/0/0/0/0/0 [�54/864]s 372.508 1.006 1.009

500/0/0/0/0/0 [�234/444]s 353.063 1.015 1.057

1000/0/0/0/0/0 [�254/244]s 339.786 1.062 1.028

1500/0/0/0/0/0 [�164/164]s 325.279 1.023 1.008

0/0/0/0/0/52 [�34/834]s 371.498 1.005 1.006

0/0/0/0/0/55 [�64/764]s 368.931 0.973 0.989

0/0/0/0/0/85 [�64/764]s 368.931 0.629 0.640
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the same time SF greater than 1.0. If the laminate is subjected to a twisting moment, Mxy, similarly the algorithm tries to
get away from the infeasible region. If the load gets larger, the feasible domain becomes smaller; finally the entire solution
domain becomes infeasible, i.e. SF is less than 1.0 for all possible designs. In that case, because w1 in Eq. (29) is large, the
penalty term dominates. The algorithm tries to maximize the strength without much sacrificing from the frequency
response. Accordingly, for Mxy¼55 Nm/m or Mxy¼85 Nm/m, the algorithm yields the strongest laminate design as the
optimal designs. Another alternative design, [844/�144]s, having the same SF is eliminated because its frequency
difference is small.

4.6. Comparative performances of SA algorithms

In order to see the relative performance of the SA algorithm proposed in the present study, a comparative study was
conducted. Performance of a global search algorithm is defined as the number of times the global optimum is found
divided by the number of functional evaluations. This is called reliability index, Rel.

Rel¼
No of global optimums

No of functional evaluation
(30)

This parameter reflects both reliability and efficiency of the algorithm. If its reliability is high, i.e. the probability of
finding the global minimum is high, the numerator will be high. If its efficiency is high, i.e. the number of iterations
required for convergence is low, the denominator will have a small value. Both of these will result in a higher value for the
parameter.

Four different SA algorithms were considered: the present one, the classical simulated annealing algorithm (SA) [55],
the direct search simulated annealing (DSA) [36], and the modified direct search simulated annealing (MDSA) proposed in
a previous study [30]. SA algorithms are basically characterized by five features: Random generation of a new
configuration, acceptance criterion for the newly generated configuration, the scheme used for the replacement of a
current configuration with the accepted configuration, number of iterations executed at the current temperature, the
scheme used for the reduction of the temperature parameter. In all SA variants, acceptability of a configuration is decided
according to the probability of Boltzman distribution as given in Eq. (18). DSA differs from the classical SA mainly by its use
of a set of current configurations like GA rather than a single current configuration. The main difference between DSA and
MDSA is in the scheme used to generate random configurations. In MDSA, the neighborhood of the current point within
which a new configuration is randomly chosen becomes narrower and narrower throughout the optimization process. This
is achieved by decreasing Dymax in Eq. (16) using Eq. (20), according to the procedure explained before. On the other hand,
in DSA the maximum variation that can be introduced to the variables, Dymax, is not changed; it is taken as 51. There are
two basic differences between MDSA and the present method. Firstly, the replacement scheme is different. In MDSA, if a
new configuration is accepted, it replaces the worst current configuration. In the present method, it replaces a current
configuration randomly chosen among the worst (nþ1) configurations. Secondly, the cooling scheme is different. In the
present method, the rate of reduction of the temperature parameter, Tk, is made dependent on the reduction of Dymax

through Eq. (21). On the other hand, in MDSA, the values chosen for the upper and lower limits of a in Eq. (19), dictate the
cooling rate.

Reliability indices are normalized by dividing their value by the reliability index of the present search algorithm, Relc, to
obtain what is called performance index, PI.

PI¼ 100
Rel

Relc
(31)

For the comparative study, the problem of thickness minimization of a laminate subjected to static loading was chosen
instead of frequency response optimization. This was because the optimization process was repeated more than 300 times
in order to calculate the value of the reliability index for each search algorithm and static analysis using the classical
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lamination theory took much shorter time than the frequency analysis using Chaudhuri’s method. However, the
conclusions drawn based on the results regarding the relative performances of the algorithms can be assumed to be
valid for typical composite optimization problems, considering that innumerable local optimums were typically observed
in different types of composite optimization problems in the previous studies.

A laminate subjected to pure twisting moment, Mxy¼10 kNm/m, was considered in the comparative study. The interval
between fiber orientation angles was chosen as 11. The analysis was carried out using the method explained in reference
[30] for a graphite/epoxy material, T300/5308, with the material properties given in that reference. Different numbers for
distinct laminae were tried. Especially when this number was high, numerous near global optimum designs were obtained.
For example, if the laminate consisted of 16 distinct laminae (32 design variables), the minimum thickness was obtained
as 206 plies in 18% of the runs using the present method. The layup sequences of these laminate designs were all found to
be different having safety factors ranging from 1.001 to 1.012. The best of these lay-ups was [�8021/�779/138/�743/156/
�725/189/2110/277/355/5211/�378/551]s. In 80% of the runs, the minimum number of plies was 208; in 2% of the runs, it
was 210. In calculating the reliability index, all of the near global optimums were taken as the global optimum considering
that the safety factors were very close to each other, then the number of runs in which the minimum thickness was found
to be 206 was divided by the total number of iterations to calculate the reliability index. Similarly, the reliability indices
and then performance indices of the other algorithms were calculated. Table 13 presents the results. The performance
index of the present method is 100 by definition. As expected the performance of the present method is better than MDSA
especially for problems with a high number of optimization variables. The performances of DSA and SA are rather poor.
This indicates the importance of reducing the search domain during the optimization process, which is the basic difference
between MDSA and DSA. As Table 13 indicates, the relative performances of the SA algorithms depend on the number of
optimization variables, i.e. the difficulty of the problem. If comparisons are conducted for a different type of optimization
problem, the relative performances will also be different. However, the performance of the present algorithm is expected
be superior for difficult combinatorial optimization problems.
4.7. Comparative performances of a genetic algorithm and the present SA algorithm

Lopez et al. [58] minimized the thickness of composite laminates subjected to static in-plane loads using a genetic
algorithm. They compared the performances of their genetic algorithm and the one proposed by Le Riche and Haftka [59]
using the performance criterion provided in that reference and found theirs better. In the performance criterion, a practical
optimum is defined as the local optimum close to the global optimum by 0.1%. Then, the reliability of the algorithm is
Table 13
Comparison of the performances of various simulated annealing algorithms.

Number of

distinct

fiber angles

Minimum

number

of plies

Performance Index (PI)

Present

SA

Modified

DSA [30]

DSA

[36]

SA

[55]

16 206 100 62 0 0

8 208 100 85 1 0

4 212 100 98 33 15

2 218 100 105 50 22

Table 14
Comparison of the reliabilities of the genetic algorithm used by Lopez et al. [58] and the present

algorithm. Nxx¼3000 N/mm, Nyy¼3000 N/mm.

Nxy (N/mm) Optimum lay-up

sequences

Failure

criteriona

Safety factor Reliability

Ref. [58] Present

0 [74517]s, [010/7457/9010]sy MS 1.0455 1.00 1.00

0 The same TW 1.1599 0.99 1.00

100 [74517]s MS 1.0245 1.00 1.00

100 The same TW 1.1412 1.00 1.00

250 [018//9016]s, [016//9018]s MS 1.0117 0.77 0.84

250 The same TW 1.0161 0.32 0.59

500 [74518]s MS 1.0041 0.96 1.00

500 The same TW 1.1243 1.00 1.00

1000 [74520]s MS 1.0209 0.96 1.00

1000 The same TW 1.1302 0.41 1.00

a MS and TW denote the maximum stress criterion and Tsai–Wu criterion, respectively.
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defined as the probability that the algorithm finds a practical optimum in 6000 functional evaluations. This probability is
calculated after conducting hundreds of independent runs; then the number of times that a practical optimum is found is
divided by the number of runs. Table 14 presents the optimum lay-up sequences of laminates subjected to various in-
plane loads and the reliabilities of the genetic algorithm used by Lopez et al. [58] and the present algorithm. The laminate
design is [02q/745r/902u]s, where q, r, and u are the integer variables used to minimize the thickness. This means that
there are only three optimization variables. In order for the optimization process to converge in 6000 iterations, the value
of factor c in Eq. (20) was chosen as 0.82 and the initial values of the maximum variation for thickness [30], Dnmax, and
angle were chosen as 12 and 901, respectively. As seen in the table, the reliability of the present algorithm is better for this
problem whether Tsai–Wu or the maximum stress is used as the failure criterion; but the real difference is expected to
manifest itself for problems with high numbers of optimization variables.
5. Conclusions

In this study, frequency response of symmetric laminated plates was optimized. In order to calculate natural frequency,
an analytic method accounting for the effects of bending–twisting coupling was used. For this reason, there was no need to
impose limitations on the values of fiber orientation angles or on the stacking sequence. Otherwise, imposing restrictions
on stacking sequence or the possible fiber orientations would result in worse optimum designs. Because of the existence of
numerous local optimums, a reliable global search algorithm, a variant of simulated annealing, was used. Discrete fiber
angles were taken as design variables. Firstly, a convergence analysis was carried out in order to determine the number of
Fourier series terms sufficient to obtain an acceptable accuracy, because the accuracy of the calculated values of frequency
was observed to have a significant effect on the optimization results. After ensuring accurate prediction of the mechanical
behavior of the laminate, comparisons were made between the results obtained using the present optimization procedure
and the results obtained in previous studies for the fundamental frequency maximization and adjacent frequency
separation problems. Some discrepancies were observed in the results, which may only be attributed to the negligence of
bending–twisting coupling in those studies. Therefore, negligence of this effect cannot be justified in general design
optimization studies. However, the results were in agreement for the studies that used approximate methods like FEM
accounting for this coupling.

The optimum results were obtained for rectangular graphite/epoxy laminates having different aspect ratios with
simply-supported edges using different design domains. By increasing the number of distinct lamina angles and the range
of values they may take, one may obtain a larger design domain, i.e. more lay-up configurations become possible. In this
study, up to sixteen distinct fiber angles with 11 angle increments were used as design variables to optimize laminates. To
the knowledge of the authors, optimization with such a large solution domain was not attempted in the previous studies.
With a larger domain, it was possible to obtain a better optimum design. Optimization process was repeated for different
aspect ratios in order to determine the effect of geometry on the optimum frequency. The optimum configurations were
observed to strongly depend on the plate aspect ratio.

Fundamental frequency maximization problems in which fiber angles were treated as random variables were also
considered. Optimum designs obtained with random angles were different from the ones in which angles showed no
variation. However the difference was found to be small even for cases in which the degree of uncertainty was high.

Frequency response optimization subjected to static failure constraints was also performed. Tsai–Wu and the
maximum stress criteria were jointly used to determine the failure behavior of laminates under static loads. Search for
the optimum frequency response thus was restricted to feasible domain in which the laminate configuration had sufficient
strength against the applied loading.

The search algorithm proposed in this study has basically two advantages over the previous versions of the SA
algorithm. Firstly, it is computationally more efficient, especially when the number of optimization variables is high, as the
comparative study shows. Secondly, the present algorithm is better regarding the ease of application. Its convergence is
made dependent on only a single parameter (the factor, c, in Eq. (20)). On the other hand, suitable values should be found
for a number of parameters for the effective use of the other algorithms.

If the complexity of the geometry does not allow use of an analytical method, the structural analysis can be carried out
using FE method. In that case, the same search algorithm can be used to find the optimum lamina angles. However, for a
large structure having complex geometry, the computational time may become so long that use of a stochastic search
algorithm may become impracticable in a design process. In that case, a more efficient search algorithm should be used.
The best candidate may be a hybrid algorithm, in which a local search algorithm is used to find the optimal lamination
parameters at the first level and then a global search algorithm like the one proposed in this study is used to find the
optimal lamina angles corresponding to the optimal lamination parameters at the second level.
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